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Wow! The fantastic possibilities that lay before us this year. New ideas! New challenges! New
patterns! New quilt shops! New FABRIC!
Just think of what you can accomplish this year! It is a new chance for personal growth and
new chances for you to make a difference in our Guild. Yes, YOU can make a difference! YOU
are important to the Guild!
I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve as your president for 2009. I am
excited! I have GREAT EXPECTATIONS as we work together. We are more than a bunch of
people who like to quilt, we are a family working together to create beauty with fabric and
thread.
This year let’s challenge ourselves to do something we have never done before. Let’s try to do
that quilt that is an “I can’t do that” and make it an “I Did It” success. We will cheer with you!
And when you have succeeded, challenge your fellow members to soar as well.
So with your positive hopes, your amazing attitudes and your willing participation—we will be. .
“Marvelous, Darling.”
With great expectations,
Rachel

USING “INSIDE THIS ISSUE”
Reading a newsletter isn’t always done in the order that the articles are presented. Sometimes
we want to first see who’s having a birthday this month, or we need to find out what the
program is for this month so that we can prepare for it. Beginning with this issue of the
newsletter, finding an article is at your fingertips.
For example, if you want to first read about the January and February programs, simply place
your cursor on “January and February Programs” shown under the heading “Inside This Issue” in
the left‐hand column of the first page of each issue. Click on that subject, and your computer
will “magically” take you to the page on which the article is located. Enjoy!
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2009 OFFICER PROFILES
2009 officers
pictured from left:
Jessie Quick, treas‐
urer; Patti Howell,
vice president;
Rachel Phaneuf,
president; Debbie
Hirschman, night
secretary. Not
pictured: Barbara
Stevens, day secre‐
tary.

Our new president, Rachel Phaneuf, has been a CRQG member for 3 years—but she’s been
quilting for more than 40 years! Her expertise is evident in the hundreds of successful students
who have taken quilting classes from her and her husband, Charlie, through their ministry at the
Church at Chapel Hill. Rachel has also served on the publicity committee for our guild. When
asked what she wanted to accomplish in CRQG this year, Rachel stated, “Fun most of all and a
REAL sense of community.” In order to accomplish that goal, she asks that members come to
each meeting/bee/QTYW with a heart that sees the best in each other.
Patti Howell enters her second year as vice‐president of Cherokee Rose where she has been a
member for 14 years. In addition to her present position, Patti has also served as president,
historian, and librarian as well as being a part of the program committee. Although she can’t
remember all of the committees she has served on, she has been an active force in the guild. In
2009 she wants to have good, informative meetings, to learn new techniques, to make new
friends, and to share ideas. She asks members to work together in a congenial way. She states,
“People need to participate in workshops, help with meetings, be available for special projects.”
Immediate past president and now night secretary, Debbie Hirschma, has been both a member
of Cherokee Rose and a quilter for 4 years. In her guild tenure, she has also served on both the
day and night hospitality committees. She is excited about the possibilities that exist for the
guild in 2009 and wants to see increased participation and some reorganization. To do that, she
believes members must think outside the box. Summing up her anticipation about the coming
year, Debbie encourages us to “Step up, stand up, jump up, let go.”
Barbara Stevens will serve as day secretary during 2009. In the past, she has been both day
secretary and vice president; in addition, she has served on the day hospitality, community
service, and program committees. As a CRQG member for 8 – 10 years and a quilter for 20
years, Barbara has been an integral part of the quilting community. She would like to see us all
have a really good year with good speakers; at the same time, she believes we should have
some fun. In order to do that, she says that we should all be “open to new ideas and let others
know what we want in terms of programs and activities.”
Jessie Quick, who assumes the office of treasurer for 2009, will also celebrate her 15th year as a
member of Cherokee Rose. She has been quilting for more than 50 years and has been an avid
quilter, especially for her favorite charity. Prior to this year, Jessie has served as both president
and secretary as well as sitting on the hospitality, publicity, membership, telephone, Clinton
Farms, and golden scissors committees. As a long‐time participant, she wants to create
fellowship and excitement, learn new things and have fun in 2009. She says that “Fun is what it
is supposed to be about.” “Let’s all put last year in the past and start fresh with a positive
attitude and respect for one another,” she states. Additionally, she believes we can all work
together to make Cherokee Rose “the learning, sharing, fun place it used to be.”
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MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS PARTY
Thank you to everyone who helped and attended the Christmas Party on December 4, 2008. It
is each one of you who helps make any gathering of our members a
success. I had fun “planning” the party, but without the help of so many,
it would not have been possible. Thank you to Diane Johnson for
providing the turkey and to Patti Howell for cooking the bird. Thank you
to Caryl Knox for picking up and slicing the hams that were provided by
WellStar Douglas Hospital. I heard lots of nice comments about the
variety of the table decorations. Thank you to all who contributed your
time and effort so selflessly. A pat on the back to Irene
Gardner whose table decoration earned her first place in
that competition. We have so many talented members.
Congratulations to Patti Howell for being attired in her “babydolls”!! I’m sure
she’ll enjoy her free quilting from Rachel and Charlie! To Joyce Trew, a big
CONGRATULATIONS on winning the Husky sewing machine. Thanks to everyone
who purchased tickets! We were able to put a nice little
chunk into the checking account for the guild. I believe
the highlight of the evening was when we had a visit
from Santa and Mrs. Clause. So, remember, everyone. . .
be good, because he’s always checking his list twice!
I hope and pray that the growth and success of Cherokee Rose Quilt
Guild will continue in 2009 and that each of you has a happy and
blessed New Year as well. Thank you for allowing me to serve in 2008.
Dori Holt, Christmas Party Chair

Clinton Farms
Jeanne Andersen
Vickie Pruitt
Quilt ‘Til You Wilt
Ann Groves
Yvonne Smith‐
Anderson
Sandra Capazzi
Challenge Quilt
Phyl Schiwal
Albertha Brown
Jeanne Andersen
Webmaster
Joany Orsi
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2009 COMMITTEE OPPORTUNITIES
Only one opportunity still exists to become involved in CRQG standing committees. If you are
interested in serving in the following capacity, please contact Rachel Phaneuf:
Program Committee Chair

Joany Orsi, a committee member, has already done much of the
work assigned to this committee by scheduling several
interesting and educational programs for this year. However,
the committee still needs a chair to help with the scheduling
and planning of the remaining programs.

COMMITTEE WRAP‐UPS
Bee Keeper No information was available at the time of publication.

Please submit February
newsletter information
before January 25 to
Diane Johnson at
hotshotz@comcast.net

Challenge Quilt committee is responsible for coming up with a unique idea for a challenge quilt.
Members are then asked to sign up to make a challenge quilt or project that is within the
challenge guidelines and then these projects are displayed at the September night meeting. The
members then vote for the best or favorite challenge project submitted.
Joany Orsi, Co‐Chair
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Clinton Farms No information was available at the time of publication.
Community Service provides members with the opportunity to share their talents with the community in which we’re
located. This year, the community service committee of the guild adopted S.H.A.R.E. House and the women and
children it serves as the primary recipient of its efforts. During the year, many supplies needed to keep the shelter
operating on a day‐to‐day basis were donated by members. Twelve tote bags full of bath and body products, 2 bath
wraps, and 10 quilts were donated to the shelter along with other miscellaneous items.
Bobbie Spann, Chair
Golden Scissors/Show and Tell was exciting for me, even though I came into this committee late in the year. Since all
the quilts were measured, I was able to see them first and enjoy them ‘up close and personal’ before anyone else did. I
could read the label and had all the ‘inside information’ that others may not notice. I could run my hand over the quilt
and think to myself, “This person has a lot of nerve to buy this magnificent fabric and not call me so I could buy some,
too.” Then ‘common sense’ would take over and I knew my budget would not have survived these phone calls. To sum
it all up, I thoroughly enjoyed Golden Scissors and was very impressed with all the beautiful quilts and other items
shown in Show and Tell. We have so many talented quilters, and I am eager to see what the new year will bring. Let’s
all see if we can ‘out do’ what we did last year. Happy Quilting!
Jessie Quick, Chair
Library experienced a great year during 2008. The guild members searched their personal libraries and donated many of
our new books to us. Our library is available to all members of the guild. Looking at our library you may feel a bit
overwhelmed by the volume of books available. So, start at the top and thumb through them or close your eyes and
choose one. Beginners and experts can build their skills from the resources available in our library. From basic nine
patch to unbelievable applique, the choice of your next quilt is yours. As a member of the guild, you hold onto the
book(s) as long as you like. Hopefully, 2009 will be an even better year for our library and our members.
Yvonne Smith‐Anderson, Chair
Membership is the “face” of CRQG. After signing in members and visitors for the year at least 600 fat quarters and 100
door prizes were given away (that means we tore apart over 1,600 tickets).
Denise Allee, Chair
Programs provided a unique opportunity and a challenge as diverse committee members worked together to arrange
programs and workshops for guild members. It really helped to have suggestions from other people and to know what
the members were interested in. At that point, it’s just a matter of lining up guest speakers and teachers and trying to
arouse interest (sometimes the hardest part), and ensuring that we stayed within budget. Being on this committee
provided a great learning experience and proved to be easier than expected. So, if anyone has any ideas for programs,
they should go for it; it can be a lot of fun.
Linda Herren, Co‐Chair
Publicity acts as liaison to the community. This year we “advertised” in the Chapel Hill News and Views, the Douglas
County Sentinel, the Douglas Neighbor, and the West Georgia Living Newcomer’s Guide.
We displayed quilts at the Douglas WellStar Hospital at their request. In 2008, 21 quilts were hung in the lobby. There
are always positive comments when I deliver or pick up quilts. These come from the workers at the desk and the people
in the lobby. Last year we also did a quilting display at the Douglas County Library. The library personnel loved our
display and hopefully the community enjoyed it, too.
At the request of the Douglas County Arts Center, and under the leadership of Patti Howell, we provided quilts for
display at the new Red Cross Center and did a sew‐and‐tell session there.
Sandra Wilson, Chair
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Quilt ‘Til You Wilt offers us a chance to bond behind our sewing machines from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. The two rooms are
fully occupied with “big” ironing, cutting and designing in the first room and basically just sewing in the meeting room.
We share food for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Cherokee Rose sews and cooks well! This year we also found out how
talented many of our members were when they sang and danced to our delight.
The number of people planning to attend QTUW is difficult to plan for ahead of time because we only ask for a show of
hands WITHOUT collecting MONEY and NAMES. Perhaps changing that procedure would make it less challenging for
planning since we stand on our own financially and buy our own door prizes, plates, napkins, and silverware from a
minimal fee collected from each participant.
During 2008, the largest number of quilters was 20‐something in February. November saw 17 quilters in attendance.
May was NOT well attended as only 13 showed up, but I’d counted 19 or 20 hands.
Ann outdid herself with a theme cake for each event; Denise always had a design board ready. Those attending should
always take extension cords and mark and label their tools and supplies.
Everyone is welcome who sews.
Phyl Schiwal, Chair
Ways and Means is responsible for bringing in additional monies for the Guild. This is done by holding raffles, selling
merchandise, selling fabric scraps, and sponsoring an annual R’auction in October. This year, approximately $650 was
earned at the R’auction where bidders were treated to multiple opportunities to bid on fabric, magazines, patterns, and
other quilting/sewing related items. Ways and Means also seeks donations throughout the year from area quilt shops.
Those donations can either be raffled off or put in the R’auction.
In addition to funds brought in by the monthly raffles sponsored by this committee,
a final raffle of a HuskyStar sewing machine earned approximately $500.
Congratulations to Joyce Trew, winner of the Husky Star!
“Thank you” to all the members of the Guild who donated items, scraps, and ideas
during 2008. Another “thank you” to those who purchased ways and means items
and who took part in the various raffles. Without their support, the ways and means committee would not be able to
earn the necessary funds that help pay for speakers and workshops.
Dori Holt and Joany Orsi, Co‐Chairs

SELECTED COMMITTEE OVERVIEWS
Bee Keeper organizes monthly quilting bees which are held every month on the 3rd Thursday of the month. The
beekeeper asks for volunteers to hostess a Bee at their home. The volunteer hostess then schedules a time (usually 9:30
a.m.– 12:30 p.m.) which can be as short or as long a sewing session as the hostess would like. The Bees are a friendly
way for our members to get to know one another while providing an opportunity to do some handwork or machine
sewing with a small group. Occasionally when the guild is involved in a special project, a Bee may provide an
opportunity for members to contribute to that special effort.
Providing lunch by the hostess is optional; sometimes participants bring a brown bag lunch, and sometimes lunch is
provided by the hostess. On occasion, an outing or Mystery Trip will be planned which is fun and exciting.
January’s Bee will be held at the home of Irene Gardner. Lunch will be provided. Please RSVP to 770‐949‐7216 so that
our hostess will know how much lunch to provide for our group.
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Day Hospitality is responsible for providing snacks/food for all day meetings. During the past year, the mission of day
hospitality changed from providing lunch for members, to providing a mid‐morning snack. If the program lasts through
lunch, participants are asked to bring a lunch with them. Clean‐up, always a part of the committee’s responsibility,
remains the same.
Golden Scissors/Show and Tell organizes the show‐and‐tell portion of our meetings. Each person who wishes to receive
a golden scissors/pin must first fill out the form that tells about the quilt, such as name of maker, name of quilt, size,
who the quilt was made for, etc. The form to be used (and copied by you) will be found either in the newsletter or in the
membership booklet. In order to receive the golden scissors, the form must be presented to Dorene Bickford, day
meeting chair, or Ann Groves, night meeting chair, before the meeting with ALL information filled in. The committee
person in charge reads the information about the quilt from the form while the quilt is being displayed to the
membership for show and tell. Once the show‐and‐tell portion of the meeting is over, no additional scissors/pins will be
presented. Scissors/pins will be given out for the quilts that are displayed that day only. No exceptions. All quilts
shown must be finished, bound, and labeled in order for a scissors/pin to be earned.
Golden Scissors are given for quilts that are a minimum of 220” around the perimeter.
Golden Pins are given out for smaller items such as quilts that are less than 220” around the perimeter, pillows, wall
hangings, vests, table runners, miniature quilts, totes, etc. After 5 pins are earned, they may be traded in for 1 (one)
golden scissors.
Please refer to the membership booklet for other information regarding Golden Scissors/Golden Pins.
Night Hospitality provides snacks and beverages for the night meetings. We pass around a sign‐up sheet for members
to volunteer to bring treats and snacks to our meetings. We make sure we have enough plasticware and plates, napkins,
bowls, etc. for everyone. Also, we make sure we have coffee available. We usually call 6 – 8 members from the sign‐up
sheets to bring a dish to share with everyone. The food selections at the night meetings are centered around a “theme”
in order to make the snacks more interesting and to go along with any holidays in each month.
Program Committee is responsible for planning and booking the entertainment for each meeting. This can include any
of the following:
Hiring skilled instructors to come and teach either a technique or a specific project that is
agreed upon by the teacher and the program committee.
Bringing in talent or guild members who can offer the guild something new in the form of
new and old techniques or teaching popular items of the day.
Bringing in “talent” or guild members who can offer a trunk show for the guild with the
stories behind their quilts.
The purpose of offering these different activities is to keep the programs, lectures, and workshops
fun and fresh. This purpose is accomplished by calling teachers in the local area as well as around
the U.S. and working with them to either get a very low rate or setting up with other guilds to share the more expensive
instructors.
Publicity acts as a liaison between the CRQG and the community by providing opportunities for the guild as a whole and
individual members of the guild to highlight activities and products. Brochures are taken to places frequented by
quilters, i.e. quilt shops and JoAnn’s Fabrics. We “advertise” in the Chapel Hill News and Views, the Douglas County
Sentinel, the Douglas Neighbor, and the West Georgia Living Newcomer’s Guide.
(Publicity continued on p. 7)
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One of the primary ways in which recognition for the guild is achieved is through the monthly exhibit of two quilts at
WellStar Douglas Hospital. The quilts are normally hung the first Friday of each month. Quilts are usually turned in to
Sandra Wilson at guild meetings in time to have them at the hospital by the first Friday. When the new quilts are hung,
hospital personnel keep the previous month’s quilts locked up until they’re picked up. Members follow the same
procedure for picking up quilts as they do in delivering them. Every effort is made to pick them up in time for the day
meeting so they can be returned to their owners as soon as possible. Additionally, pictures of the quilts are taken and
given to the Historian so that a record is kept for posterity.
Sunshine is the heart of the guild and ensures that those events that impact members’ lives are recognized by the
membership as a whole. This committee sends cards and makes calls to members experiencing illness or other needs
and informs guild members through the newsletter and at meetings.
Telephone committee members ensure that members who lack access to email are called to remind them of upcoming
guild meetings.

JANUARY AND FEBRUARY PROGRAMS
Get ready for some great learning opportunities! Although we have yet to find our Program Committee chair for 2009,
Joany Orsi has been busy lining up some great talent from which we can learn.
January 8, 2009, Day Meeting
This first meeting of January, 2009, will be a Cherokee Rose Quilt Show. We invite all members to bring in one quilt that
they have made in 2008, and this quilt will be entered into a quilt show contest. The quilts will be hung up in the outer
room while the meeting is going on. Then at the break, members will come out with slips of paper and view the quilts to
choose viewers’ choice.
The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place judges will be the guild President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. Gifts will be
provided by the guild.
If you have any questions, please contact Joany Orsi at pj4quilts@yahoo.com.
January 22, 2009, Night Meeting
The January night meeting will be a program on binding by our President, Rachel Phaneuf. Details will be sent out by
Rachel before the meeting.
February 12, 2009, Day Meeting
We will meet at Cornerstone Sew and Vac for the meeting at 9:30 a.m., and refreshments will be provided by
Cornerstone. They will then have a Round Robin and special goodies to share. They will also have an evening program
for the ladies who can only attend night meetings. Please meet at Cornerstone Sew and Vac by 7:00 p.m.
Cornerstone Sew and Vac
2866‐D Chapel Hill Road
Douglasville, GA 30135
770/949‐5775
February 26, 2009, Night Meeting
February Night Meeting: To Be Determined
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FEATURED MEMBER
ROBIN MEYER
How long have you been quilting? About 10 years
Who taught you how to quilt?
is now closed).

I took classes at Dream Quilters in Tucker (a quilt shop that

What are your favorite quilting techniques? I really love to piece and I enjoy machine
quilting, especially smaller pieces that allow more detail and precision.
What are your favorite colors to work with? Right now, I seem to be stuck on gold and
brown, but over the past few years, I’ve been overly attached to turquoise, raspberry and
orange.
What are your favorite fabrics to work with?
cottons.
What is your favorite quilt shop?
basics

High‐quality, tightly woven, richly color

I really have two: Intown for all the variety and color; and Tiny Stitches for all the

If you sew by machine, what kind(s) do you use?
What inspires you to make a particular quilt?
appeals to me.

I have a Baby Lock Espire.
Most often a particular fabric, but sometimes a pattern that especially

What is your favorite quilting book or pattern? I don’t really have a single favorite; I’ve learned a lot from Kaffe
Fassett’s books and from technique books about machine quilting, pieced borders, etc.
On average, how many quilts do you make in a year?
Do you quilt your own quilts or do you send them out?

15 or 20
I quilt my own quilts.

What quilt‐related item(s) are you working on right now?
traditional patterns.

I have several quilts in progress, most of them rather

What other hobbies do you have? Quilting has pretty much taken over! I enjoy working on house projects with my
husband, traveling (including by motorcycle), and reading.
Tell about one way that quilting has changed your life. I’ve made so many wonderful friends, and seen so many
amazing quilts. It has opened up a new world in which I can use my very limited artistic abilities.
Are you on any committees with the CRQG? I’m the newsletter assistant for 2009; in the time I’ve been a member,
I’ve been President, Treasurer, and served on the Program, Day Hospitality, and Publicity Committees.
Feel free to tell us more about yourself and your family. I retired in 2002, and since then I’ve had a wonderful time
with lots of different volunteer activities. I am the chair of the 2009 East Cobb Quilt Guild show, I’ve managed the Quilt
Council’s Crazy Quilt Tour, I volunteer at the Atlanta History Center cataloging new textile acquisitions, I serve on the
board of a nonprofit housing development corporation, and I am the treasurer and newsletter editor of my civic
association. There is so much to do and it’s all so much fun!
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DOUGLAS WELLSTAR FEATURES CRQG QUILTS
Visitors to WellStar Douglas Hospital are greeted not only by volunteers who man the information desk inside the main
entrance but also by cheery, colorful quilts planned and constructed by members of our own quilt guild. This is a
wonderful opportunity to bring joy into the lives of hospital visitors and patients while bringing recognition to the
Cherokee Rose Quilt Guild. So, if you have a quilt you’re proud of and would like to have it exhibited at this site, just sign
up with Sandra Wilson, chair of the Publicity Committee. Sandra will take care of all of the logistics of the exhibit for
you. All you have to do is sign up, take your quilt to Sandra at either the day or night meeting preceding the month in
which your quilt will be hung, and then enjoy seeing your creation in the main lobby of the hospital.
In January, Irene Gardner and Robin Meyer will have quilts on display. Albertha Brown’s and Marge Frost’s quilts will
take their place in February. Get on the list soon so that you can have your choice of months for your own exhibit.
Shown below are the quilts which were displayed in December.

Dorene Bickford

SUNSHINE NEWS
Our heartfelt sympathy goes to Martha Spencer on the
death of her husband, Bill, on December 16, 2008.

Sandra Wilson

JANUARY FAT QUARTER LOTTERY IS “BLUE”
100% cotton fabric is the same for both Day and
Night meetings. Each fat quarter you bring equals
one lottery ticket.

DECEMBER FAT QUARTER WINNER

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

Christmas Party – Ann Groves

JANUARY BEE
The January Bee will be held at the home of Irene
Gardner on Thursday, January 15 from 9:30 a.m. until
noon. Lunch will be served. Please RSVP to Irene at
770/949‐7216.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
The 2009 Membership Booklets will be available at the
January meetings. Please be sure to update your
records. New members have been added. There are
changes to phone numbers, emails, cell phone numbers,
and addresses.

January 8
January 10
January 12
January 26
January 27

Barbara Stevens
Debra Butler
Charlie Phaneuf
Maxine Wilson
Anelda Guest

NIGHT HOSPITALITY
Please bring Soup and Bread
Those who signed up are:
Denise Allee
Irene Gardner
Marilee Kelly
Joany Orsi
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“Quilts for All Seasons” Quilt Show
presented by
Cotton Patch Quilters
at the
Oconee County Civic Center
2661 Hog Mountain Road, Watkinsville, Georgia
March 6, 7, & 8, 2009
Friday and Saturday, 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Sunday, noon – 4 p.m.
admission
Adults, $6.00; Children, $3.00
featuring
Quilts on Display
Quilts for Sale
Boutique with Handmade Items
Numerous Vendors
The Scissors Man
Demonstrations
for more information, contact Vickie at 706.549.1691
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Golden Scissors Form

Quilter’s Name: _____________________________________________________
Name of the Quilt: __________________________________________________
What is the total perimeter of the quilt? _________________________________
Name of Quilt Pattern used: ___________________________________________
The start date: _____________________________________________________
The completion date: ________________________________________________
Fabric information: __________________________________________________
For whom was this quilt made: ________________________________________
For what special occasion: ____________________________________________

Sample completed form:

Quilter’s Name:

Golden Scissors Form
Mrs. Sew ‘N Sew

Name of the Quilt: Hayden’s House
What is the total perimeter of the quilt?
Name of Quilt Pattern used:

270”

McCall’s Quick Quilts, January 2005 issue,
“Holiday Homecoming”

The start date:

January 2, 2008

The completion date:
Fabric information:

December 24, 2008
I used all 1930’s reproduction prints of 100% cotton

For whom was this quilt made:
For what special occasion:

My nephew Ryan and Michelle Hayden

Their wedding quilt
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January 2009
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

1

Friday

2

Saturday

3

WellStar Douglas
Quilts Hung

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

16

17

23

24

30

31

9:30 a.m. CRQG
Day Meeting

11

12

13

14

15
9:30 – 12:30
January Bee at
Irene Gardner’s

18

19

20

21

22
7:00 p.m. CRQG
Meeting; Feb.
Quilts to Sandra

25

26

27

28

29

February News‐
letter Articles
Due to Diane J.

February 2009
Sunday

1

Monday

2

Tuesday

3

Wednesday

4

Thursday

5

Friday

6

Saturday

7

WellStar Douglas
Quilts Hung

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

20

21

27

28

9:30 a.m. CRQG
Day Meeting at
Cornerstone

15

16

17

18

19
9:30 – 12:30
February Bee
Location TBD

22

23

24

25

26

March News‐
letter Articles
Due to Diane J.

7:00 p.m. CRQG
Meeting; March
Quilts to Sandra

